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SUBJECT: ESSASSUNATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F, KENNEDY-— 

Z REQUEST OF TIT PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ¢ - 

VISUAL AIDS . an 4h 
we) + 4. 

Ns 

Commission Attorney Melvin Fisenberg called and sta 

the Commission had tentatively scheduled a conference for 10:30 AX, 

4-14-64, at the Comnission's office for the purpose of re-enacting: the » 

|shovting sequence on the scale model of the assessination site. ae~. 

requested that Ibe present to assist the staff in the use of-the scale 

model to re-enact the views of those present concerning the approximate 

location of the assassin's shots. = : 
5) 

three movie cameras used in filming the shooting sequence. Also 

scheduled to be present according to Eisenberg will be two doctors who 

he stated were experts in the field of “wound ballistics" to form ; 

conclusiens concerning muscular reaction of the hunen body to eunt sre ; 

- «Mr | Eisenberg wentioned that he had also requested the pres- 

ence of Special Agent Shaneyfe lt who has conducted extensive tests on 

questions the Commission staff is interested in developing concerniyn | 

the wounds inflicted on the bresident and Governor Connally. Xr. \ 

Eisenberg feels that the doctors can possibly give some medical insigh 

concerning the time required for a bullet to penetrate certain parts 

the body and any divergent path likely to occur when a bullet comes 

contact with bone structure. a Les opin o 

Jhe purpose of my presence will be to re-enact on the scale 

model certain findings made by the experts present. Hiy participation 

will be limited to following the instructions of the Commission with 

regard to fixing the approximate location ef each shot. “Ee (\ 

‘tr, Eisenberg was advised that J would be present at the a 

Commission's office as scheduled and that facilities to project the’ 

movies will be made available by the Bureau - fo FD =p 
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enh a . MR “t' will be present. © 
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